
Weapons of Mass Instruction

Micro-management.  
Oh, now here was a truly exciting mass-evaluation solution.
Microscopically controlling employees in the name of addressing low-income school 

deficits.  As a rising tide of well-paid evaluators, specialists, coaches, supervisors, administrators, 
testing adjuncts and managerial fixers were drawn into the accountability melee, the practice of 
placing ever tightening controls around more and more of the actions, methods and routines 
employed by low-income school educators quickly gained popularity.  

Once procured, Big Money disbursements attached to the suddenly legalized mandate for 
an additional round of teacher evaluations commanded the immediate hiring of a supplemental 
assessment personnel – thereby both creating and sustaining the illusion that minimally 
experienced and unpredictably hired evaluators could, in fact, take on the intimidating task of 
recognizing, calculating and mass-assessing an old-school, long-term-experienced educator 
ability.  Many tenderfoot recruits, while happy enough to be employed through the immediacy of 
reform funding...well, if truth be told?

More than a few were familiar with little, if anything, having to do with education.  To 
complicate the matter, being predominantly born and bred members of the dominant-culture, 
middle-to-wealthy classes, many new hires had minimal to zero experience working with inner-
city poor and/or culturally-diverse children. 

So, well.  
Yes, it was a tad embarrassing.  
Effectively assessing low-income school teacher needs or ability? 
Well, as it turned out – this was a job that many culturally disconnected and minimally 

experienced educational evaluators could not, in fact, do.  
Fortunately, however?

	
 It didn’t matter.  
Due to the abruptly escalating dependence upon a micro-managed rigidity (a rigidity now 

able to demand the many practices associated to statistically fanatic data teams, minutely 
orchestrated professional developments, exactly bound testing expectations, profusely detailed 
lesson-plan templates, and the budget-breaking purchase of thought-by-thought pre-scripted 
curriculum guides) – well, it was soon discovered that timidly inexperienced evaluators?

Had limited reason to employ, or even rely upon, independent thought.  What greenly 
inexperienced evaluators didn’t know about teaching; what privileged-culture hires didn’t know 
about working with poor and often diversely-complex students; what unskilled management 
hires didn’t know about low-income school requirements?  

All, as it turned out in days of a no-excuses liability:
Irrelevant.  
As an ever more punitive accountability began to demand the growing practice of an 

everybody-on-the-same-page conformity, teacher instruction (and, consequently, the evaluation 
of an educator ability) quickly began to intertwine complicitly with the exhaustively bound and 
microscopically pre-scripted processes connected to a non-creative, non-individualized, non-risk-
taking: 

Mass instruction. 
Having little idea about what a novice teacher might need to do.
Having even less idea about what a skilled educator already knew how to do.



Abruptly deployed evaluative hires felt minimal pressure to actually sit down, learn about 
instructional strategies, and work collaboratively with teacher suggestions or requests.  
Empowered only to execute those regulations put into practice with a micro-managed and 
massively produced innovation – in what was surely a groundbreaking educational move?  

The good teacher evaluators of a modern-day reform: 
Were no longer required to think.   
Once the practices around an increasingly rigid mass instruction came to require the 

exhaustive production of five-to-seven-step lesson plans, a minutely-detailed semester mapping, 
and an absolute, page-by-page adherence to pre-scripted curriculum guides – well, suddenly?  

Any person willing to buy into the theory that struggling schools could, actually, be 
“fixed” simply by forcing an inflexible adherence to a non-creative mass instruction, was invited 
to join the mushrooming ranks of evaluative personnel:

And take charge of any indisputably recognized bad teacher’s day.
At any time.


